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Category 1 – Matter and Energy		
5-5:
A

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES		

5-5:
B,C

MIXTURES, SOLUTIONS, AND PHYSICAL CHANGES

mixture: two or more substances [solid(s), liquid(s), and/or
gas(es)] blended together that can be physically separated
solution: type of mixture made when one substance dissolves
in another; has same (uniform) physical properties throughout
Example: Solutions exhibit new physical properties that differ
from the properties of the original substances: salt is no longer
solid or white when dissolved in water; saltwater has a higher
density and boiling point and different conductivity than water.
Mixture: Appearance
Way to Separate Solution?
filtering
no
sand + water: darker (wet) sand
evaporation
yes
salt + water: like water
no
oil + water: oil droplets in water density difference
magnet
no
iron filings + sand: 2 grain colors
distillation*
yes
vinegar + water: red tinted water

matter: anything that has mass and takes up space; physical
properties determine how matter is classified, changed, and used
Physical Property Description
mass
amount of matter in an object
magnetism ability to be pulled to magnets; a few metals are
magnetic, such as iron/steel; other matter is not
solubility
ability of matter to dissolve in water; sugar and
in water
salt are soluble, but oil and sand are not soluble
conductivity ability to carry thermal or electric energy; metals
(of heat or conduct well; poor conductors are good insulators,
electricity) such as air, rubber, plastic, wool, wood, and foam
physical
solid: low energy, fixed shape (for example, ice)
state
liquid: medium energy, container’s shape (water)
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gas: high energy,
fillsNOT
spaceBE
(water
vapor)
*Distillation is a process to carefully boil one liquid away from a liquid solution.
relative
density is mass divided by volume; matter placed
3-5:
C CHANGES IN STATE		
density
in water will sink if its density is higher than
Heating and cooling predictably change the state of matter.
(to water) water’s or float if its density is lower than water’s
h e a t: a dd e n e r g y
h e a t: a dd e n e r g y
Example: Classify substance A, B, and C using the observations.
H2O
melt
evaporate/boil
H2O
Substance (A, B, C)
Add 5 g to water; stir 5 min.; stop
freeze
condense
c
o
c
y
y
ol: remove energ liquid
ool: remove energ
A. white grains, 1 crystal
A. grains sink; disappear as stir
solid
gas
B. dark powder, 1 rod
B. powder sinks when not stirring
Examples: How can water form when ice is put in an empty cup?
C. brown transparent liquid C. liquid floats when not stirring
• When ice absorbs heat, it will melt to form water in the cup.
Put magnet near it Connect wires 1 and 2 to the ...
• Also, when air makes contact with the cup’s cold surface, the
+
A. no response
A. ... crystal: no light
water vapor in it cools and liquid drops of condensation form.
2 1
B. moves to magnet B. ... rod: light turns on battery
What happens when a mirror is held above soup on a hot stove?
C. no response
C. Insert wires in beaker of liquid: no light
• The liquid soup absorbs heat and some water evaporates.
• Mirror "fogs" when water vapor hits it, cools, and condenses.
State Water Soluble Relative DensityMagnetic Conductive
A. solid
yes
higher
no
no
B. solid
no
higher
yes
yes
C. liquid
no
lower
no
no
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